
Quality assurance and the involvement of the Head and Governors  
(Statutory Guidance, paragraphs 5.3 and 5.11) 
 
Examples of good practice to ensure compliance with this Guidance 
 

1. How has the school confirmed that the NQT has been awarded QTS? 
HR should have seen the original of the QTS certificate or the formal print-out of the record 
held by NCTL and recorded this on the single central register. ISI will check! 

2. What steps were taken to ensure/confirm that the post now held by the NQT is a ‘suitable 
post’ for Induction? 

Degree in the subjects and/or training in the Key Stage/s the NQT is teaching; if the post 
involves responsibility (e.g. HoD, form tutor etc) the NQT has appropriate experience; 
mentoring/training for non-teaching roles; Tutor with appropriate experience is willing to 
take on that role; sufficient timetable flexibility in that subject/KS to accommodate the 90% 

3. How does the Head support the work of the IC (Induction Co-ordinator)/ITs (Induction 
Tutors)? 

Head ensures ITs/IC are trained, ideally all attend IStip training before Induction 
commences; Head has approved Induction structure and knows who the IT/IC manages 
and who manages the ITs; Head ensures that ITs are given additional, protected non-
contact time; regular meeting slots for IT/NQT are timetabled and protected; 

4. In what ways does the Head monitor the nature/quality of the IT’s work? 
IC/IT briefs Head regularly; Head has experience of/previous involvement in Induction; 
Head has read statutory guidance and asks probing questions of the IC about how 
Induction is managed here; Head asks NQTs and Tutors about their experience of 
Induction from time to time during the term; an additional programme of 
seminars/workshops is run for NQTs and this is seen and approved by the Head; copies of 
half termly NQT progress reviews are sent to the Head;  

5. What role does the Head play in ensuring that assessments are properly undertaken and 
reported? 

Head reads the assessment before signing it; Head meets with NQT and/or IT to discuss 
the assessment before signing it; Head has been briefed by IT/IC about the IStip guidance 
re assessments; Head has seen the assessment exemplars on IStip website; 

6. How is the Governing Body made aware of the arrangements that have been put in place for 
Induction? For example: 

a. Does IT/IC report on Induction and/or the progress of the NQTs to any 
Governors? If so, how/when? 

Verbal/written report to whole Board/relevant committee/nominated Governor at 
appropriate times during the year;  

b. Is there a nominated Governor with responsibility for staff development? If so how 
is this person informed about NQT progress? 

see above; Governor comes into school and meets NQTs and IT/IC; 
c. Have Governors seen/been taken through section 5.11 of the Statutory Guidance 

which details the responsibilities of Governors? When? 
Section 5.11 copied to relevant Governors at a meeting shortly after NQT starts 
work here; discussion time given for this at a meeting; 

7. Are there any other ways in which Governors or the Head are involved in or informed 
about Induction? 

NQTs are introduced by IT/Head/DH to Governors socially at start of year; NQTs asked to 
give brief presentation about Induction to an appropriate Governor committee; NQTs meet 
with nominated Governor; Head observes each NQT teach and feedback is given to NQT;  


